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education
Brigham Young University - Provo, UT
BFA in Animation

Software
Maya, Zbrush, Houdini, Blender, Unity, Unreal, Vray, Arnold, Renderman, Keyshot 
Adobe Creative Suite, Substance Designer, Substance Painter
Scripting - Mel, Python, C#, GLTF, USD, Substance Automation Tools, Materialx, Docker, Google Cloud Platform, Perforce, Git
Windows, Linux, and OS X

SkillS
AR/VR development, 3D content development and pipeline, implementing new technology and automating workflows, cloud infrastructure,
UX for immersive experiences, high/low poly modeling, hand painted and procedural textures, real-time and offline rendering, 
physically based rendering pipelines, lighting and global illumination, compositing, exceptional communication and interpersonal skills, 
strong ability to multitask.

Technical Director

experience
Technical Art Director - Google - Mountain View, CA
Pipeline Architect/Technical Art Director - Synthetic Data Pipeline
Designed and implemented the technical infrastructure of a synthetic data creation workflows that produces images in various digital content 
creation tools for ML training. Created virtual workstation schema and deployment to scale needed job processing via kubernetes and 
configurable images/hardware via Google Cloud Platform for rendering in offline and real-time environments. 
2/2020 - Present

Search AR
Created content workflows for on device and cloud streamed AR content for Android and iOS for various content verticals for display within 
Google search results. Prototyped workflows for creating realistic characters and defined UX frameworks for working with characters in AR. 
Led USD development pipeline and created infrastructure that enabled automation for making iOS compatible content. 
Worked across teams to add and improve render features for on-device and cloud streamed real-time engines.
8/2019 - Present

AppliedVR
Developed art/technical art pipelines and automated injection points for a broader docker based cloud processing pipeline that converts CAD 
data from AEC content tools to real-time assets. Led development on immersive experiences for AR/VR of virtual office and data center 
buildings for iterative planning/validation. Managed a team of artists for production tasks and creating custom AR/VR experiences.
7/2016 - 10/2019

Senior 3D Artist - Aquent at Google - Mountain View, CA
Visualized 3D experiences, rapid prototypes, fixture designs, AR/VR experiences, and 2D designs for Retail Marketing. 
Worked with product teams to produce Google experiences in consumer electronic spaces. 
Drove efforts cross-functionally with vendors to ensure content is on brand to accomplish stakeholders goals.
8/2015 - 12/2016

Generalist - Freelance - Orem, UT
Freelance artist providing 3D, graphic design, web design, and promotional items for a variety of clients.
9/2011 - 6/2016

3D Generalist/Motion Graphics Artist - BYU Broadcasting - Provo, UT
Responsible for modeling, texturing, animating, lighting, and rendering assets for promotional and on-air content. 
Created dynamic scoring applications for various live sports broadcasts in existing pipelines.
3/2010 - 8/2011

Layout Lead/ 3D Generalist - Brigham Young University - Provo, UT
Defined camera moves, compositions, and lenses for student film X-ING. Created look developing for hero set/props. 
Teaching Assistant that supported class instruction and provided technical assistance to students in the animation department.
8/2008 - 5/2009 

TD Undergraduate Intern - Pixar Animation Studios - Emeryville, CA
Learned production pipeline disciplines and development workflows with mentors on curated projects.
6/2008 - 8/2008


